2000 gmc sierra starter problems

One problem related to starter has been reported for the GMC Sierra. The most recently
reported issues are listed below. The failure starts with the speedometer sticking mph high and
will function correctly with that delta. Eventually this delta will grow and can only be reduced by
starting the engine repeatedly. The speed will go down by a constant 5 mph each time you
restart but this will eventually lead to burning a starter. This also leaves the driver to guess what
the correct delta is. This morning the speedometer continued to climb even though I was going
a constant 30 mph on a city street. I know this because I was spoke a friend that is a county
sheriff that was clocking traffic at the time. The speedometer continued to climb up to the limit
speed of mph while I was still going 30 mph. The speedometer eventually passed mph and
rested at degrees from the 0 position. This left me with zero speed indication whether it be a
delta or true. This was a significant safety event and I didn't feel very safe driving the vehicle
this way. After I arrived at work I began searching the web to find a solution, and that I did. Read
more Car Problems. Starter problem 1. Instrument Panel problems Instrument Panel problems.
Electrical System problems. Wiring problems. Instrument Panel Failure problems. Has power
everything turns on. I turn the key and hear jus a lil click. Just had flywheel fixed and starter but
when I got it back it started ran fine the next day nothing just power. Many hours later it started
like nothing. Following day would not start just power. I took it back to mechanic and I got it bk
it started the following day it wouldn't attempt to start. I havnt got it to do anything since just
power comes on. Make sure tranny is in park or neutral and parking brake is set. With
intermittent issues, you have to test when problem is ongoing. I can only help with testing.
When starter won't crank, pull the starter relay in underhood fuse block. Terminal 30 is hot all
the time. Use proper jumper wire between terminal 30 and terminal 87, the starter motor should
crank the engine. Again, make sure tranny is out of gear and parking brake is set. If it cranks
then hopefully the starter motor is ok. That might show the problem is on the control side of
relay. I'm not saying the relay is faulty. The crank fuse should be hot with key in the crank
position, you can use a test lite and check that. I could go on, but, you need to do some testing.
Intermittent issues can be a pain to track. I don't know what testing your mechanic performed.
Unless the mechanic can get the vehicle to act up when he is testing, he won't find anything. I
couldn't either. D answered 2 years ago. Put brand new battery, changed relays starter has
power. Never had problems till I had mechanic fix flywheel because it was making a clacking
embarrassing noise. Never had problems with it starting. I get it back then it next day no start
just power. Hours later it started. I'd go places didnt have have starting problems that day. Next
day nothing. I told mechanic he said he fixed a wire. I get it back next day nothing. Its been
parked for a week now it wont starr or attempt to start just power from everything else. I
Changed the relays. Still nothing. Mechanic said he can't get to my truck till middle of next
week. Taylor answered 2 years ago. Dale answered 2 years ago. I had an issue with a shop
putting the wrong flywheel on my 6. Rickey answered about a year ago. Try the camshaft
position sensor.. Captaincode answered 3 months ago. Tighten it up. Put back on and good to
go. If ground is not tight it will not work, I kinda thought with the 2 bolts holding it to the block it
would be grounded anyway, but not the case. Hope this might help someone else out. Just had
flywheel fixed and starter but when I got it back i My truck is sick and I can't figure it out. In the
morning time when I would go try to start her I would have to spray starting fluid in the air
breather to get her to start an Sometimes my truck will start right up. Other times I turn the key,
gauges move, but not even a click from engine. No crank, no nothing. Took starter out and napa
said it was fine. Replaced clut My GMC Sierra , 5. Lost all engine power cranked no start. Battery
is good, terminals are new, ground ar I'm driving down the road in my 96 GMC Sierra 5. I have a
different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the
opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by
CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus
becomes aware that it violates our policies. No start No crank. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your
Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a new GMC Sierra question.
Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get Started. CarGurus Experts. Know
more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars for Sale. These include stalling
issues, not starting, and no power to the radio or accessories. That is called the lock cylinder.
The ignition switch typically sits directly behind the lock cylinder. It has three main functions.
The most noticeable symptom of a bad ignition switch is stalling. Your Sierra stalls because the
faulty switch turns off the fuel pump or power to the ignition. When this happens, the engine will
not be able to run until it gets that signal back. If your GMC Sierra is starting right up, but then
immediately dies, that is a very good indication that the ignition switch is bad. But, you are
getting it when the starter is engaged. You release the key, and your Sierra immediately dies. A
bad ignition switch can cause your Sierra not to start at all. And, it can keep your Sierra from
starting in a couple of different ways. The engine will just turn over with no spark. The ignition

switch is responsible for sending power to the accessories. So, if you find yourself in a
situation where your Sierra runs, but nothing else in it works, it may be a bad ignition system
causing your problems. There are a few parts of the electrical system that work without the key
at all for safety reasons, such as the headlights, brake lights, horn, and dome light. Things such
as the power windows but not power locks , sunroof, radio, rear defrost, and climate control are
all going to depend on the ignition switch for power. The opposite of having the power not
going to the accessories, fuel pump, ECM, and ignition is having them continue to get power
even though the key has been turned to the off position. These were a few of the most common
symptoms of a bad ignition switch in your GMC Sierra. If there is anything that you would like to
add, please leave a comment below. Thank you for reading, and good luck! Power the
Accessories- This should be what you get when you turn the key to the first position. This
allows you to use the power windows, radio, and any other accessory that is equipped in your
GMC Sierra. Ignition- This position activates your ignition system and the fuel pump. At this
point fuel is pressurized at the fuel rails, and the engine is ready to fire the plugs when it turns
over. Starter- This position cranks the starter. Stalling on the Road The most noticeable
symptom of a bad ignition switch is stalling. Starts then Dies If your GMC Sierra is starting right
up, but then immediately dies, that is a very good indication that the ignition switch is bad. Lack
of Power to Accessories The ignition switch is responsible for sending power to the
accessories. Battery Draining The opposite of having the power not going to the accessories,
fuel pump, ECM, and ignition is having them continue to get power even though the key has
been turned to the off position. GMC Sierra owners have reported 5 problems related to starter
under the electrical system category. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Also
please check out the statistics and reliability analysis of GMC Sierra based on all problems
reported for the Sierra Started my truck and the failure electrical system came across I pushed
in the botton that changes it and came back on then it said tighten fuel cap washer fluid low I hit
the button again it went of but battery light stayed on and gauge read about 10 volts. My truck
ran fine and started when I got to my first then at the second stop it said the same , I put in
reverse backed out put it drive and the cluster quick working the ac quit you could roll the
windows down nor did the locks work and it did not any power when pushed down the gas ped2
to come up a hill it felt like it shifted when you let off the pedal you could feel jerk, go home
turned it and would not start or make any sound not even the clicking on the starter, so I left
home and came back about 4 hours later and it started but the volt read about 10 volts. I had the
battery tested and it test good. This was on September 9, I have put the battery back in yet. See
all problems of the GMC Sierra The contact owns a GMC Sierra The contact noticed severe rust
to the subframe of the vehicle. The contact stated that the rear suspension, front suspension,
and starter support showed excessive rust. Additionally, the shock tower, supports,
transmission bolts, four wheel drive actuator, and hardware also showed excessive rust. The
contact also stated that the horn also failed to operate intermittently. Beckley auto mall robert c
byrd dr, beckley, wv , stated that there was no recall associated with the VIN. The vehicle was
repaired for several failures; however, the rust issue was not addressed. The manufacturer was
notified of the failures. The approximate failure mileage was 96, Headlights are very poor when
wet road or in town cannot tell they burning. On slow down does not down shift. Cannot
accelerate. The starter hangs up on start as if does not fire or no fuel pump. November 5, turn
key and symptom of a dead battery. Starter clicks once. No lights will work at all. Took battery
out, charged it overnight, and had it tested. Test reveals battery is good should start vehicle but
weak needs a charge. Put battery back in, connected it, put key in, turned it, and vehicle started
easily. Then, take key out for five minutes, put back in, and starts right up like nothing wrong. It
started with the fuel gauge fluctuating between full and empty with a full tank of gas and the abs
and brake light on dash lighting up for apparently no reason. Then it started giving me trouble
starting and making a weird whining noise. I checked all the fluid levels and fuses, everything
was ok. I was at the camp middle of nowhere at night when I noticed that there were sparks
coming from around the area of the starter when my husband tried to start it. Had no choice but
to drive it home the next day as there was no phone service. Started right up , and drove fine,
except for the low whinny noise that no one could pinpoint. I was almost home when the
transmission started to slip. I brought it to our mechanic who replaced the transmission but
none of us can figure out what the devil is causing the electrical problems. The gas gauge is
still acting nuts and the abs and brake light still come and go. Please post instructions for
troubleshooting this thing!. Car Problems. Starter problem of the GMC Sierra 1. Starter problem
of the GMC Sierra 2. Starter problem of the GMC Sierra 3. Starter problem of the GMC Sierra 4.
Starter problem of the GMC Sierra 5. Electrical System problems. Instrument Panel problems.
Wiring problems. Battery Cable problems. Software problems. Ignition Switch problems.
Dashboard Failed problems. Battery Dead problems. There are many different issues that can

cause the problem. This article is written with the assumption that you are looking for a way to
get your GMC Sierra started now, and is meant to provide you with practical advice to help aid
in the diagnosis. There are really two main ways that a vehicle will not start. Just use the jump
list below to move to your particular situation. But, there are less things to troubleshoot than if
it were cranking but will not start. Here are some of the most common issues that cause a
vehicle to not crank:. While the battery cables are not necessarily the most likely issue to cause
your Sierra to not start, they are some of the easiest to diagnose. You can take a look at the
battery poles where the cables connect. If there appears to be green or white corrosion all
around it, cleaning them may help get you back on the road. If your battery no longer has
enough charge to turn the starter, your Sierra will not start. You can take your battery up to the
local parts store, or even Wal-Mart, and have it tested to see if it is still holding a charge. A bad
alternator can cause your battery to lose enough charge to start your Sierra. When a starter
goes bad, they will usually not give you much warning first. Also, if you are stuck somewhere
and are trying to start your Sierra, the old beat the starter with a hammer trick is not a wives
tale. It really can get that one last start out of it. There are a lot of issues that can cause your
Sierra to crank, but not start. The engine needs air, fuel, and a spark in order to run. It is highly
likely that if the engine is cranking, but not starting that it has thrown an OBDII code. It is
definitely worth it to use an OBDII scanner to check and see if the engine has thrown any
trouble codes. These codes will tell you what the computer is saying is wrong with your engine.
By looking them up on this site, or just Googling them in general will lead you to a detailed
diagnosis of that code. Without the proper amount of fuel getting into the combustion chamber,
the Sierra will crank, but not start. One of the biggest issues that causes a vehicle to crank but
not start is ignition issues. When there is no spark, the engine will not start. Ignition issues can
be caused by many things, including bad spark plugs , bad coil packs, bad plug wires,
computer issues, and more. The crankshaft sensor can go bad as well. When these sensors go
bad, it can be impossible for your Sierra to start. Most modern vehicles come with smart keys
that have electronic protection built in. This makes it more challenging for thieves to steal them.
There are occasions where this security system will cause the Sierra to not start. There are a lot
of issues that can cause your Sierra to not start. There are many reasons that your Sierra may
not start. Tracking them down can be downright challenging. With enough time and patience,
you can diagnose exactly what is wrong. Good luck with the diagnosis. If there is anything that
you would like to add, please leave a comment below. Thank you. Battery Cables While the
battery cables are not necessarily the most likely issue to cause your Sierra to not start, they
are some of the easiest to diagnose. Battery Charge If your battery no longer has enough
charge to turn the starter, your Sierra will not start. Otherwise, it may be the starter that you
need to look at. Ignition Issues One of the biggest issues that causes a vehicle to crank but not
start is ignition issues. Security Most modern vehicles come with smart keys that have
electronic protection built in. Other Issues There are a lot of issues that can cause your Sierra to
not start. Their four generations have appeared every five to seven years: to , to , to , and to the
present. The site has collected different problems about the GMC Sierra. The model years with
the most problems reported were and , with more than 60 complaints each year, followed by , , ,
and , with more than 40 each year. Of the problems, five different complaints have been
reported 90 or more times. The biggest issue, reported by people, is that the four-wheel-drive
transfer case position sensor or the selector switch may fail. If that happens, the service 4WD
message would display. The transfer case control module does store fault codes, which help to
figure out exactly what problem caused the message to display. The problem affects trucks
from through plus and The issue appears on average around , miles. Another people reported
the second-biggest issue where heating and air conditioning temperature and air delivery mode
door actuators may fail. If one or more delivery mode door actuators fail, the HVAC system may
not produce correct temperatures or air delivery. The HVAC system stores fault codes, which
help with diagnosis. The issue appears in model years from through and appears at around ,
miles on average. Reported by people, the third-biggest problem is the failure of the fuel level
sensor. Repairing it involves replacing either the sensor or the entire fuel pump module. The
issue was most common in model years through It appeared on average at around , miles. In
addition, 99 people reported that a clunking sound may come from the upper intermediate
steering shaft. Most affected are model years to , to , and To fix this, the instrument cluster has
to be sent out to a repair facility. The warranty has been extended to seven years or 70, miles to
cover issues with some of these units. The issue popped up more in earlier model years,
including to , but it has also been seen in , , , and RepairPal has not had any issues submitted
for the Sierra since the model year. RepairPal info. The starter in your GMC Sierra is dependent
on three pieces of equipment. First, the ignition switch sends electrical current from the battery
to the starter solenoid. The solenoid then forces the gear in the starter housing to engage the

engine. When the starter motor turns on and spins the gear, the engine roars to life. If any of
these stop working, it means the starter won't turn over in your GMC Sierra. Use a wire brush to
apply the solution. This cleans old corrosion and battery acid off the battery terminals. Attempt
to start the car; if it does not start, move to the next step. Check the voltage output of the
battery. Place the red lead of a multimeter onto the positive battery terminal. Place the black
lead of the multimeter on the negative battery terminal. If the battery reads less than 12 volts,
charge it or replace it. If the battery reads higher than 12 volts, the battery is not the issue. If the
Sierra does not start after replacing or charging the battery, move to the next step. Turn the
headlights on and then turn the ignition key to the "On" position. If the headlights dim, the
ignition switch sends electricity to the starter motor and solenoid. If the headlights do not dim,
the ignition switch is defective. Locate the starter. It bolts onto the driver's side of the
transmission housing. The solenoid bolts to the side of the starter motor. Locate the two wire
connectors on the back of the solenoid. The wire on the left connector connects to the ignition
switch. The wire on the right connector connects to the starter motor. Place the blade of a
screwdriver across both contacts to short out the starter solenoid. This makes a direct
connection between the starter motor and the ignition switch. Have a second person turn the
ignition switch to the "On" position. However, the starter motor should turn on. If the starter
motor does turn on and makes a humming sound, the starter solenoid is defective. If the starter
motor fails to start or runs roughly, the starter motor is defective. He has extensive experience
working in supervisory roles within the wireless and Internet technologies fields. Silket is
pursuing a Bachelor of Arts in business management and network technologies at Lehigh
Carbon Community College. Step 2 Check the voltage output of the battery. Step 3 Turn the
headlights on and then turn the ignition key to the "On" position. Step 4 Locate the starter.
Haynes; It looks like you're new here. If you want to get involved, click one of these buttons!
Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To Guides. Service
Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. March edited June in Chevrolet. May
My question is in reference to my 99 Chevy Silverado It cranks, but won't start. I checked the
obvious out of gas, etc. It still won't start. Before I sink a boat load of money into this thing at
the dealership, any idea? Your help is appreciated. July I have a Silverado with 5. Occasionally,
when I turn it off, come back a few minutes later, it turns over but won't start. Leave it 15 mins
and it starts. Recently wouldn't start at all, dealership put in fuel filter and fuel pump. Problem
persists. Good fuel pressure 55psi. A second dealership has no idea of the cause; cjecked relay
and its good. Message Center indicates low fuel when it's not starting lots of fuel in it. Anybody
have this problem, and know whats the cause? No imm. Sounds like the FPR fuel pressure reg.
Easy to check. Locate the fpr. Run engine then shut off. Pull off vaccuum line on side of FPR If
wet with fuel Its bad!!! My truck wont start. None of the gauges or power locks and windows
work. The battery is fine. Any help would be greatly appreciated. Start with the battery cables
and connections BTW: Any mods or a killer stereo installed? I have a Western snow plow. I
think there is a short or loose ground wire somewhere. I got the truck running , but every so
often when I hit a bump , the gauges go dead. I will be checking all the conections tomorrow.
Thanks , Mike. I've got a K with the FI. It won't start, turns over, but won't start sounds like fuel
problem. Fuel pump has been changed, fuel filter, Fuel pump relay, Fuel pump fuse, ignition
coil, all have been changed or checked. Any ideas. It is getting power, just seems to not be
getting any fuel. The possibilities are endless. Start with basics. Air in and out. Check the
compression with a compression gauge. Use a spark checker to see if it has spark. Put a timing
light on it and see what it shows. Use a fuel pressure gauge to see if it is getting fuel pressure.
Is the catalytic converter plugged? When you crank it, does the engine itself seem to be puffing
smoke like out of the valve covers and oil fill when you crank it over? What do you mean when
you say it is getting power. Power to what? I probably just need to get a professional to come
towe it in and look at it, just trying to be cheep and do it my self. I just remembered something. I
am betting one of them is blown. If it is blown, pull the air cleaner and see the pair of wires that
goes to the injector. It is most likely worn thru the insulation and is shorting on the air cleaner.
Let us know what you find. I know that one is worn and gets a little loose at times. August Let
the fuel pump prime before turning the engine over If it keeps flooding you may need to get the
ignition retarded or have the engine tuned. Automatic choke issues may cause problems. It
could be the fuel filter needs a change. Using an engine additive may cause problems too as it
dissolves so much sediment in your tank that it clogs everything up. Starters are bullet proof on
the Chevy but worth changing every 10 years as is the alternator. I have read several posts
similar to my problem and still have not seen much about it being fixed, so any help would be
great. I have a 92 Silverado 4. Truck will not always start when turning the key, Dash lights and
radio fire up but engine does not fire. Most of the time I hear a click and sometimes there is not
click at all. If I let the truck sit for minutes and try again, it starts right up. I have had this

problem off and on for more than a year and sure it must be a simple fix. I have changed fuel
pump, filter, starter , plugs, battery, neutral safety switch, wires, plugs, cables, coil and still
cannot find out what the deal is. It is as if there is a relay being tripped or a fuel pressure
backup somewhere that needs to dissipate before the truck will start. If anyone has any ideas, I
am certainly appreciative. Next day it sputtered at stop light, limped home and next day started
it and it died and will not start now. Checked fuses OK , checked fuel filter OK , no spark. For
those that have replied to my 88 problem. I finally got it solved. After changing the fuel pump
initially and not solving the problem, i thought it may just be a bad pump and was gonna change
it again. Often the little things that get overlooked or missed. September Hi My father in law has
a LTZ crew cab 4x4 and has had the same problem. His battery is getting run down because the
fuel pump runs and runs. It has been to the dealer 4 times and they are putting there heads in
the sand. They have contacted a lawyer and may have to envoke lemon law. My inlaws hate the
fact that they even have to talk with a lawyer but the spent 45k on this truck and he does not
know if it will start or not. Next time you run around in it when you shut it off see of you can
here pump running. It may be a short in the wiring harness. Yesterday we went down to a
fishing hole on a bumpy road and it started doing it. He really wants to keep this truck but it has
been a real heartbreak for him. If any one else has any ideas would be greatly apreciated. I am
on here to check for them you can email me direct. Is this code indicate simply replacement of
CMP? I have had this truck for three weeks. Yesterday I was at the beach fishing and on the way
back it would not start. Initially it started, and withing 5 feet it bogged down and would not start
after that. The battery is fine, the starter seems to be fine it keeps cranking but the engine does
not start. I got it towed to the dealer and will be finding out more soon. I hope this is not the
beginning of a chronic problem. Hi, My brother bought a Silverado from an American insurance
company. It has a couple of dents and scratches but we can fix that. Unfortunately the car
arrived in Holland without a catalysator, so my brother bought one from a scrapjard. The only
problem is this catalysator is for a v8, it fits perfectly. But the connectors from the lambda
sensors are different. We managed to connect them, but the engine won't start. It turns over for
around 3 seconds and then stops. My questions are: Is it possible to use a v8 catalysor on a v6?
Do we have to change the 4 lambda sensors? Is there an other reason why the engine wont
start? I would really appreciate it if someone could help us out! October It revs!! Apparently
recharching the battery was enough! Only problem now, it's stuck in 'P' and it wil only almost
shift to reverse! November I have a Silverado, and in the last year and a half or so it has decided
that it randomly won't start. When I turn the key all the lights and gauges, radio etc comes on,
but the truck won't start. It does not make any clicking or anything, I have been to the mechanic
more times than I care to think about and no one can figure out what is wrong. It happened
today twice in less than one hour, and it has never done it more than once in a day, so I went to
the mechanic, and of course it started. The starter has been checked, its fine, new battery,
cables are tight, relays have been changed, and it keeps happening. I feel like I am loosing my
mind over this, and since I never know when its going to happen, it worries me because it may
be 5 minutes to an hour or more before it decides to start, and I dont need to be stranded for
that long by myself. If anyone has any ideas, please let me know, because I can't just keep
dropping it off with mechanics for days at a time and never finding anything out!! Just died
dead in street. Replaced fuel relay.. Pump checks out fine and pressure of gas is to the box
behind the carb? Disconnected the two lines feed and return from the fuel tank.. If primed it
runs quiet well, but I can't get fuel to the carb? Had an Ods Aler GM product same thin.. Never
happened again after the relacement? I have a silverado and it has a starting problem. It takes
me about times to start it. It turns over everytime, but wont start until the third or fourth time. It
sounds normal when i try and start it, it just wont start. When it does start it takes a second for
it to completely start up, like its struggling for fuel. Ive already replaced the battery and fuel
filter. It seems like a fuel delivery problem to me, or maybe a sensor is going bad. I have no way
to tell that because no check engine light has come on. Any ideas? Just had the dead in the
street issue here. Thanks, i appreciate the help. I am having the same issue. Have you found
anything that will help us? We chaned the fuel filter, checked the line for pressue and had
pressure to the carb, but did not get a start. Then changed the fuel pump in tank with the screen
also required , and got a start immediately. System requires a high pressre to wok anseven with
a working pump we were not gettingenough pressure. A new ful ilter and screen did the trick.
AS a preventitive measue we has also at first changed the fuel fuse relay? Pressure at the carb
from he pump is the key. Good Luck. December Hey all, I have a Chevy HD. For some reason
which I cant explain I'm having problems starting it. I've changed the batteries, alternator, spark
plugs and spark plug wires, and fuel filter. Now ever time I try to start it up I can hear to fuel
pump kicking on, I can smell the gas going through to the engine and the starter is kicking, but
the engine just is not catching. Does anybody out there have any clue as to why my truck won't

start aside from kremlins? She starts alright, but it seem to take a few cranks. At first it I thought
it might be the gas. I've replaced the fuel filter, the ignition wires, the plugs, and the fuel filter
again. Any Ideas? Plugs and wires are new, idle air control new, pcv valve new This has been
going on for a long time. Thanks in advance. January My silverado will not start in the cold. My
battery keeps getting run down and then I give it a quick jump and and it runs fine. My meter
says that the battery is retaining a full charge so that leads me to believe my alternator is fine.
Any suggestions. Problem maybe fuel pump also have experienced this simular prob with 02'
Avalanche. Found that if I pump the gas pedal 1 time before starting it will start 1st or second
time always so far, lot of cash to replace rite now, will wait until goes out. Hope that helps. I
have an 01 Sierra with 6. Drove it a few miles last week and shut it off. Went back a few hours
and it will not start. Does not crank, grind, click, anything. All electrical systems "appear" to be
working. Battery is not dead, all fuses and relays in the fuse boxes have been checked. It is as if
there is no power at all going to the starter. February I have a '02 Chevy 5. During the last 7
months, mpg has been steadlily, consistantly going down. My last tank was The air filter is
clean, I replaced the fuel filter, the tire pres is good, the spark plugs were replaced they were in
good condition , and I get no indications check engine light, eng perform. I use premium gas
because I found that I got more mpg per dollar by doing so. Also, in the Chilton maint book it
says that a bad EGR valve could cause poor mpg. The thing is that my eng doesn't have on
lincoln welder repair manuals
pontiac minivan 2005
mitsubishi lancer starter location
e even though my VIN with a "T" in it indicates it should the chevy maint people can't explain it.
The decrease in mpg seems to have started when I put on all terrain tires. The psi on these tires
are 45 compared to 35psi stock tires and they are about the same in diameter. If it were the tires,
wouldn't I see the difference instantly and not over time? The Chilton book suggests checking
the exhaust and emissions systems. How do I do that? Any other suggestions?? Own two Chev
pickups. One of them will sometimes start with a "metal clanging" sound, and the battery gauge
will be low. Now when it does this, the key will not turn the truck off. Help, pls. March Is it
possessed? Happened today. Sitting there with driver door open,scratching my head,door
dinger began working and interior light began working,but only clicks when key is turned. If I
turn key to on,volt meter in dash reads 14v-turn key to start and goes blank again-as if no
battery were in truck. Sign In or Register to comment.

